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Do you manufacture powder 
paints? Do you want to make 
your process more e�cient 
and cost e�ective? Read on….. 
 

From quality check sieving to paint 
recovery, centrifugal sifters are an 
essential piece of process equipment in 
the Powder Paint Industry  and are 
suitable for several applications but can 
they really save you money? Here 
Kemutec discuss the versatility of the 
Cantilevered Centrifugal Sifter and how it 
can solve your problem. 
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Spray booth recovery systems 
This is a unique application which involves the 
installation of a Mini-sifter in-line just prior to the 
powder paint storage vessel. This allows sieving/
cleaning of the recycled powder paint prior to 
returning it to the vessel for re-use along with 
virgin powder.  

Quick Screen Changes with the Kek Centrifugal Sifter 

Quality check sieving  
The process itself is uncomplicated. A sifting 
machine is positioned below an Air Classi�er 
Mill to sieve the powder paint after grinding to 
ensure that it is the correct speci�cation with 
no oversize or foreign material 
 
Problem 
Often, due to the number of color changes, 
powder paint equipment must be cleaned on a 
frequent basis. Old-style Centrifugal Sifters 
and �at deck screeners are time consuming to 
dismantle, clean and reassemble and often 
result in extremely long and labour intensive 
clean downs with costly production downtime.  
 
Solution 
The KEK Cantilevered sifter has no oversize 
end bearings or seals and has a hinged 
oversize end door, which means the sifter 
screen can be removed in seconds for 
maintenance and cleaning. Compared to old-
style centrifugal sifters and �at deck screeners 
the KEK Centrifugal Sifter with cantilever shaft 
can reduce down time for clean downs by half, 
as many of our customers have discovered. 
Indeed, users often have spare baskets pre-
assembled with di�erent screens for an even 
quicker turnaround. 
 
This procedure is also used to monitor the 
performance of the mill itself. As the grinding  

media starts to wear, the mill 
produces more oversize which is 
a trigger to inspect the mill or 
change the grinding media  
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Problem 
Although the epoxy powder is positively charged 
as it is spayed on to grounded items passing 
through the spray booth, there is still a signi�cant 
amount which does not hold fast and which falls to 
the bottom of the booth. Most spray booths have 
an over-spray recovery system but before any 
recovered powder is recycled it is essential that 
agglomerates or foreign material are removed and 
transferred from the recovery cyclone and re-
mixed with virgin product. This needs to be a 
continuous operation with no requirement to stop 
the process in order to remove rejected material 
and, of course, be an easy clean design. 
  

Solution 
A KEK Centrifugal Sifter with its positive sifting 
action that mechanically propels good product 
through the sifting screen and rapidly discards 
reject material as a continuous process. Anti-static 
nylon mesh sifting screens dissipate any residual 
quickly and safely to prevent screen blinding while 
the characteristics of the Cantilevered Centrifugal 
Sifter as described above minimises downtime for 
cleaning and sieve mesh inspection.  
 
Insertable Sifter 
Traditionally, Mini-sifters are installed in-line just 
prior to the powder paint storage vessel as above. 
This allows sieving/cleaning of the recycled 
powder paint prior to returning it to the vessel for 
re-use along with virgin powder. Kemutec have 
designed a special Kek Mini-sifter for use in 
Powder Paint Spray Booth Recovery Systems. 
  
Using the 'Cantilever Shaft' principle, the new 
design of Kek Mini-sifter will allow sieving of the 
returned powder inside the material vessel. This is 
done by inserting the sieving screen and paddle 
assembly through the wall of the vessel, leaving 
the inlet and drive outside. 

  
Bene�ts  
The sifter screen can be checked and changed inside 
the vessel which eliminates product spillage. The overall 
height required for the recycle system is lowered as the 
sifter is now built into the material vessel with a simpler 
design and fewer working parts which of course, lower 
the cost of the sifter and thus, the recovery system. 
  
Although speci�cally for use in Powder Paint 
Spray Booth Recovery Systems, the Insertable 
Sifter concept could be used in other applications 
and with larger model sifters where appropriate. 
 
For more information about this or other 
applications for Powder Paints, or for details about 
Kemutec full range of products, visit our web site 
at www.KemutecUSA.com or contact us at  
215- 788-8013  
 
 

Kek Insertable Mini-Sifter 
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